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Abstract

We present the atomic decomposition technique as a general method for reducing reasoning about cardinalities of sets, in the DL case
the cardinalities of role llers, to equation solving problems. Then we apply the technique to
a particular description logic with complex role
terms and role hierarchies and a strong arithmetic component.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1: The general structure of the role llers for
has-son, has-daughter and has-child.

We use the set notation jrj = n to abbreviate the more
common notation atleast r n u atmost r n. It means that
the number of r-role llers is exactly n.

and exhaustive, the cardinalities of the sets just add up,
and by dropping the cardinality function j : : : j, the above
subsumption problem can now be stated as
s + cs + sd + csd = 2 ^ d + cd + sd + csd = 3 (1)
) c + cs + cd + csd = 5:
In (1) we interpret the symbols c; s; : : : directly as the
numbers denoting the cardinality of the corresponding
role llers. This makes sense because the sets are nite
and mutually disjoint. This way, the subsumption problem has been transformed into a pure linear Diophantine
equation problem about non-negative integer variables.
If we take into account that the set of sons and daughters partition the set of children (csd = 0), all sons are
children (s = 0 and sd = 0), all daughters are children
(d = 0 and sd = 0), and there are no other children
besides sons and daughters (c = 0), we end up with
cs = 2 ^ cd = 3 ) cs + cd = 5
(2)
and this is in fact valid.
Let us recall the steps we performed. We started with
the most general decomposition of the three sets into
their atomic components. This allowed us to turn cardinality terms like jhas-sonj into arithmetic terms and
we obtained a pure linear Diophantine equation problem. Then we exploited disjointness, subset, and exhaustiveness relations between the di erent sets. Each

If Henry has two sons and three daughters, he has
ve children. Therefore the DL-term jhas-sonj =
2 u jhas-daughterj = 3 should subsume the term
jhas-childj = 5.1 This subsumption relation holds only
if we take into account that the role llers of has-son
and has-daughter form a partitioning of the role llers
of has-child. Therefore jhas-sonj + jhas-daughterj =
jhas-childj. Without this information, sons, daughters,
and children can be arbitrary sets having arbitrary overlaps with each other as shown in Figure 1. The three
sets can be built up from seven mutually disjoint and
unseparated areas. We gave these areas names with the
following meaning:
c = children, not sons, not daughters;
s = sons, not children, not daughters;
d = daughters, not children, not sons;
cs = children, which are sons, not daughters;
cd = children, which are daughters, not sons;
sd = sons, which are daughters, not children;
csd = children, which are both sons and daughters.
The original sets can now be obtained from their
\atomic" components: children = c [ cs [ cd [ csd,
sons = s [ cs [ sd [ csd, daughters = d [ cd [ sd [ csd.
Moreover, since this decomposition is mutually disjoint
1

such relation made some of the atoms empty and simplied the problem. Finally we ended up with the simple
formula (2) we could submit to an arithmetic equation
solver.

2 Atomic Decomposition of Sets

The introductory example in Figure 1 illustrated the semantic side of the decomposition idea. A set of sets
is decomposed into basic non-overlapping components.
The basis for the syntactic representation is a nite set
S = fs1; : : :; sn g of terms in some term language coming
from some application. Each si is supposed to denote
a subset of some global set D. In the example, we had
S = fhas-son; has-daughter; has-childg. In addition to
the symbols in S we have the xed symbols > denoting
the whole domain D and ? denoting the empty set. A
syntactic representation of the atomic decomposition of
S can be obtained by taking the power set of S .
De nition 1 Let S def
=fs1; : : :; sn g be a nite set of terms

of some term language which we also denote with S (for
the purpose of this paper there is no di erence). S together with f>; ?g are the basic set terms.
i) We de ne the atomic decomposition S (>) as the
set of subsets of S . The elements of the decomposition are called the atoms.
ii) For a given s 2 S let S (s) def
= fw 2 S (>) j s 2 wg
be the S -decomposition (or atomic decomposition
or just simply decomposition) of s.
2

If we abbreviate in the `children' example above
has-child with c, has-son with s etc., we get S (c) =
fc; cs; cd; csdg, S (s) = fs; cs; csd; sdg etc.
Now we can take any interpretation E for S which
maps the elements of S to some sets, and extend it to
an interpretation E 0 = S (E ) which gives the intended
meaning to the atoms in S (>).

De nition 2 For a set S of terms and its decomposition
S (>) we extend the de nition of S to interpretations:
i) Let E be an interpretation function which assigns some
set E (s)  D of objects in some domain D to each member of s 2 S . E (>) = D and E (?) = ; is required. We
de ne the extended interpretation function S (E ) to be
a new function which is like E , but which assigns sets to
the atoms as well: for w 2 S (>)
\
[
= E (r) n
E (s):
S (E )(w) def
r 2w

s2S ;s62w

Since the intersection
over an empty index set is D,
S
S (E )(;) = D n s2S E (s) is de ned as well.
ii) For a set fw1; : : :; wk g of atoms we de ne
= S (E )(w1) [ : : : [ S (E )(wk ): 2
S (E )(fw1; : : :; wk g) def
0
The de nition of E = S (E ) gives the intended meaning

to the atoms because each set is decomposed into an

exhaustive and mutually disjoint set of atoms using, for
example E 0(u) \ E 0(v) = ; for each u 6= v 2 S (>) and
E (r) = Sw2 S (r) E 0(w) for each r 2 S hold. Details of
this and further proofs can be found in [7].
Based on the symbols in S we can now de ne set-terms
constructed with the usual set connectives \, [, and n.

De nition 3 Let again S be a nite set of terms, the
basic set terms. We de ne the set SS of (composed) set-

terms based on S
SS ::= S j SS [ SS j SS \ SS j SS n SS
2
The atomic decomposition S (') of a set-term ' is
de ned in the obvious way by taking the standard de nition of the set connectives.
For all set-terms SS , one can compute the cardinality
of the set associated to the set-term by adding up the
cardinalities of the atoms in its decomposition.

Corollary 1 For a nite set S of terms, an interpretation function E and a set-term ' with decomposition
S (') = fw1 ; : : :; wk g:
i) E (') = S (E )( S (')) = S (E (w1 )) [ : : :[ S (E (wk )).
ii) jE (')j = j S (E )(w1)j + : : : + j S (E )(wk )j.
2

The decomposition of a set S with n elements yields
2n atoms. They correspond to the set of all models of S
taken as propositional variables. Relationships like disjointness and subset, however, may cause many atoms
to denote empty sets. This information can be made
available as an extra part of the speci cation, maybe
as a set H of propositional logic formulae. For example has-daughter ) has-child expresses that the
has-daughter-role is a sub-role of has-child. Computing the decomposition H (>) for the role relationship
speci cation H now amounts to computing the set of
all models of H. For a particular class of role hierarchy speci cations, which include subset, disjointness and
partitioning declarations, we gave in [7] algorithms which
perform better than the general exponential model generation algorithm.
The next step is to embed cardinality terms j'j where
' is a set term, into a general logic L with equality,
negation and numbers, typically systems of non-negative
linear Diophantine equations and inequations. Let S be
a nite set of terms which are disjoint to the terms in
L. We extend L to LS by allowing cardinality terms
j'j over set-terms SS to be well formed terms as well.
The integration is quite independent of the particular
structure of the logic.
The semantics of L is extended in a straightforward
way to a semantics of LS : if EL is an interpretation for
L and E is an interpretation for the set terms which
maps them to nite2 sets and which, in addition, maps
2 The restriction to nite sets means that one can reason with cardinal numbers in the same way as with ordinal

j : : : j to the cardinality function, then ES def
= EL [ E is an
interpretation for LS .
For the logic L we assume that the usual logical no-

tions apply, i.e. we can speak of unsatis able and satis able formulae, tautologies, a satis ability relation E j= '
between interpretations and formulae, and an entailment
relation ' j= . In the case of Diophantine equations,
E j= ' means, E is a solution for ', and ' j= means
that all solutions for ' are also solutions for .
The language LS is the language for formulating problems involving reasoning about cardinalities of sets. The
actual process of inference, however, must take place in
L. Therefore, we replace a cardinality term j'j with its
atomic decomposition H (') = fw1; : : :; wk g, and further by the arithmetic terms denoting the sum of their
cardinalities H (j'j) def
= w1 + : : :+ wk . For a LS -formula
and a decomposition H of set terms let H ( ) be the
result of replacing all cardinality terms j'j occurring in
with H (j'j).
The translation is sound because the interpretation of
the sum terms is the same as the interpretation of the
cardinality terms. It is complete because we can show
that from an interpretation (solution) for the translated
formula which assigns numbers to the atoms, sets with
suitable cardinalities can be constructed such that the
original formula is satis able.
Theorem 1 For any LS -formula ' and LS -interpretation E : If E j= ' then AS (E ) j= H ('), where AS (E )
interprets the atoms as the cardinalities of the sets.
If H (') is satis able then ' is satis able.
2
3 The Description Logic T F ++

So far we have a language for talking about cardinalities
of sets and, by means of atomic decompositions, we can
translate the set cardinality terms into ordinary sumterms. We show how this idea can be put to work for
reasoning with role hierarchies and number restriction
in the Description Logic T F [6]. The general method,
however, is not restricted to this language.
T F has only conjunction, the universal quanti er and
the number restrictions atleast and atmost. The simple
structure of T F allows for a straightforward application
of the atomic decomposition technique. Moreover, we
get some quite powerful extensions of the language for
free. The extended language T F ++ is limited to conjunction and universal quanti cation as well, but it is
much more expressive on the arithmetic side because we
allow for general graph-like role hierarchies and for roles
denoted by composed set-terms (Def. 3. Number restrictions atleast and atmost have been replaced by general
arithmetic constraints. Well-formed T F ++ declaration
are:
numbers.

cat-lovers def
= person u
jhas-catj > jhas-sonj + jhas-daughterj
500er def
= car u
cubic-capacity = 500  jhas-cylinderj
V IP-friend def
= person u
8 (has-friend n has-relative):V IP
Given a set of symbols (role names) R and another set
of symbols (concept names) C , disjoint to R, let LR be
a suitable arithmetic language. Arithmetic constraints
are formed over LR and since the role names are to be
decomposed in our setting, R plays the role of S from
the previous section. Free variables in LR-formulae, as
for example cubic-capacity, are allowed. They are interpreted as (number valued) functional roles.
De nition 4 The set C of concept terms over C , R and
some set F of functional roles is de ned as:
C ::= C j LR[F j C u C j 8 SR0 :L
def
0
where SR = SR [ (>; ?).

2

De nition 5 An interpretation E = (D; =) for concept
terms and a given role hierarchy speci cation H over
some set R of role names consists of a set D and an
L-interpretation =. = consists of two parts, =L which
interprets the pure L-symbols, and =C which interprets
the main T F parts. In particular, =C assigns
i) a subset of the domain D to each concept name in C ,
ii) disjoint binary relations on D to each atom in H (>)
++

together with the corresponding binary relations for the
role names themselves and for the role terms,
iii) functions from domain elements to numbers for each
functional role in F ;
iv) the usual interpretation to \, [, n and j:::j.
For some a 2 D we de ne =a to be like =, but for
role names r 2 R and atoms w 2 H (>) we require
=a (w) def
= fb j (a; b) 2 =C (w)g (role llers). For f 2
F let =a (f) def
= =C (f)(a). =a is turned inductively into
an LR-interpretation for interpreting LR formulae. Let
Ea def
= (D; =a ).
An interpretation is turned into an interpretation for
concept terms in the usual way, i.e. E (c) = =(c) if c
is a concept name, E (' u ) = E (') \ E ( ), etc. For
arithmetic terms ' 2 LR we de ne E (') as the set of
all a 2 D where j=a(r)j is nite for all r occurring in '
and =a j= '. For two concept terms ' and we de ne:
' j= i E (')  E ( ) for all interpretations E .
2

We also use =a for interpreting complex arithmetic
formulae and assume that it is accompanied withdefan interpretation for LR-formulae. For example, if ' = jrj +
jsj = 3 and =a maps r to the set fbg and s to the
set fc; dg then =a (jrj) = 1 and =a (jsj) = 2. Assuming that =a understands the + sign properly, we nd
=a (jrj + jsj) = 3, and thus =a j= jrj + jsj = 3.
We call an interpretation E a model for a concept term
' if E (') 6= ;. If E (') = ; for all interpretations E then

' is inconsistent or unsatis able, otherwise it is called
consistent or satis able.
A considerable reduction of the exponentially many
atoms is possible in T F ++ by exploiting the following
theorem.

Theorem 2 Let H be a role hierarchy speci cation for
some roles R and ' be a satis able concept term. If for
two role names r and s, there is neither a common subrole nor a common super-role in the role hierarchy, and
neither r [ s nor r \ s occur in ' explicitly or implicitly,
then there is always a model where r and s are disjoint
relations.
2

For the proof, we rst show the nite model property
using selected ltration and then the existence of disjoint
models using a copying technique, cf. [7]. Technically we
can exploit this result by decomposing connected components of the role hierarchy separately. This way, the
generation of exponentially many intersection atoms is
avoided. In the extreme case, where the role hierarchy is
at, this optimized decomposition yields just one single
atom per role. The number of atoms now depends primarily on the structure of the connected components in
a role hierarchy, the narrower the better.
Linear and non-linear programming tools as, available
through http://www.mcs.anl.gov/home/otc/Guide/faq/
can serve as the primary inference engines to identify
tautological or unsatis able T F ++ concepts and to decide subsumption.
Theorem 3 A concept formula ' def
= C u N u U where
C are the concept names, N are the arithmetic formulae
and U are the universal quanti cations, is a tautology
(written j= '), i.e. E (') is the whole domain for all interpretations E , i i) C is empty and ii) H (N) is a
tautology and iii) for all ` 8 r: ' 2 U : is a tautology.
As a prerequisite to decide consistency and subsumption a normal form is developed which decomposes universal quanti cations into atomic components as well.
De nition 6 If ' = Vr2R 8 r:'r is a universal concept
term where R is a set of
^role terms we^de ne
=
'r ):
8 w:(
H (') def
S
w2 H(r)
w2 r2R H (r)
V
For an atom w let Hw (') def
= w2 H (r) 'r :
2
Given the proper interpretation of the atoms, the decomposition of quanti cations is, in fact, an equivalence
transformation.
Lemma
V 1 For all role terms r, universal concept terms
' = r2R 8 r:'r and interpretations E = (D; =):
E (') = H (E )( H (')):
2
The normal form for concept terms, we are going to
de ne now, makes implicit information explicit and it

even makes the universal quanti cations redundant for
the purpose of the consistency check.
De nition 7 Let ' = C uN uU be a concept term where
C is a conjunction of concept names, N is a conjunction of LR-formulae and U is a conjunction of universal
quanti cations (all conjunctions may be empty).
The normal form (') of ' is

u AH (') u 0R (U) if AH (') is consistent
def
(') = C`inconsistent
'
otherwise

^

where AH (') def
= H (N) u
w=0
w2 H (^
>);AH( Hw (')) is inconsistent
and 0R(U) def
=
8 w:( ): 2
`8 w: ' 2 H (U );AH(')6j=w=0 and 6j=
AH (') in the normal form of (') is the arithmetic

constraint part. It consists of the original constraint part
H (N) where the cardinality terms have been replaced
by the corresponding sum terms, plus some equations
w = 0 which come from quanti cations 8 w: where
is inconsistent, and therefore there cannot be any
w-successors. 0R(U) is the decomposed and reduced
quanti cation part where all quanti cations over empty
atomic role components and all tautologies have been
eliminated.
Theorem 4 A concept term ' is consistent if and only
if the arithmetic constraint part AH (') in (') is consistent.
2
The theorem follows from the facts that (1) whenever
' is satis able, then the arithmetic part of (') is satis able and (2) the consistency of the arithmetic constraint
part of the normal form for concept terms is sucient to
guarantee consistency of the original term.
Testing subsumption means guring out whether
E (')  E ( ) holds for two concept terms ' and for
all interpretations E . In our case we make use of our
normal form for concept terms where the arithmetic
information is comprised in the arithmetic constraint
part and the quanti cations are decomposed into their
atomic components. The structure of the normalized
' is ' = C' u N' u U' where C' is just a conjunction of concept names, N' is the constraint part and U'
are the decomposed quanti cations. The same holds for
=C uN uU .
In order to verify ' j= we have to prove each conjunctive part in from '. The normal form allows us
to separate the problem. The C -part can only follow
from the C' -part, which is a pure propositional problem. The constraint part N can only follow from the
N' -part. The atomic components 8 w:c0 of can follow
from corresponding 8 w:c components of ', if c j= c0 or
N' forces w = 0.

Theorem 5 Let ' = C' u N u U be a consistent concept
term with normal form (') = C' u N' u U' . Let =
C u N 0 u U 0 be another concept term with normal form
( ) = C u N u U . C' and C are conjunctions of
concept names, N and N 0 are the arithmetic constraint
parts, and U and U 0 are the universal quanti cations.
We have ' j= if and only if
i) C  C',
ii) N' j= N and
iii) for all `8 w:c0' 2 U :
a) N' j= w = 0 or
b) there is some ` 8 w:c ' 2 U' with c j= c0.
2

Let us illustrate the subsumption checking procedure
with an example taken from [6]. The task is to show
that a concept D def
= atleast 3 r subsumes
def
C = 8 (r \ p):a u 8 (r \ q):not-a u
atleast 2 (r \ p) u atleast 2 (r \ q)
where a and not-a have been axiomatized such that their
conjunction is inconsistent, see [7]. To show C j= D
following Theorem 5 we need the normal forms (C)
and (D) and begin with the decomposition of the role
set S = fr; p; qg according to De nition 1. We obtain H (r) = fr; rp; rq; rpqg, H (p) = fp; rp; pq; rpqg,
H (q) = fq; rq; pq; rpqg: Now we are able to decompose
the universal quanti ers in C following De nition 6 into
8 rp:a u 8 rpq:(a u not-a) u 8 rq:not-a:
Since a u not-a is inconsistent we obtain
0 (UC ) = 8 rp:a u 8 rq:not-a
R
and the rst equation for AH (C) with rpq = 0. Using
this equation to simplify the normal form rp + rpq 
2 ^ rq+rpq  2 of atleast 2 (r \ p) u atleast 2 (r \ q) we
obtain AH (C) = rp  2 ^ rq  2. Normalizing D leads
to a single inequation
(D) = AH (D) = r + rp + rq + rpq  3
Since CC and CD are empty there is nothing to show for
concept names. Similarly for the universal quanti cation
part because 0R(UD ) = ;. Thus it remains to prove that
AH (C) j= AH (D) by showing that
rp  2 ^ rq  2 ) r + rp + rq + rpq  3
is valid, which is obvious.

4 Summary and Outlook

The atomic decomposition method integrates arithmetic
reasoning about cardinalities of sets into symbolic knowledge representation languages. It allows for applications
of arithmetic equation solvers for dealing eciently with

numbers. For the case of the DL T F we showed how
to deal with role hierarchies with a number of set theoretic relationships between di erent roles, together with
complex arithmetic constraints on the number of role
llers and the value of functional roles. Restricted to
constraints about number-valued functional roles, the
treatment is very similar to the treatment of concrete
domains [1]. The arithmetic parts in T F ++ are slightly
di erent to the arithmetic parts described in [2], because
in T F ++ all free variables in the arithmetic formulae are
interpreted as functional roles. T F ++ has no explicit
quanti ers over integer variables, which avoids all the
problems discussed in [2]. We also don't have composition of roles as in [4]. The arithmetic part in T F ++
is stronger than the number restrictions in [3], where
no role hierarchies are considered, but the treatment of
the arithmetic information by equation solvers is quite
similar.
T F ++ is still a relatively simple language. In [8]
we therefore extended the ideas to a much more complex language including negation, disjunction, existential
quanti cation, quali ed number restrictions, the collection of objects operator, and A-Box reasoning. Quali ed
number restrictions are treated very similarly to the way
described in [5].
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